
DESCRIPTION
The CH26 Chair is part of a series of iconic chairs Hans J. Wegner created 
for Carl Hansen & Søn. The CH26 Dining Chair closely resembles the lounge 
version with its organic shapes, refined back and hand-woven seat, and 
features proportions ideal for longer periods of sitting at a dining table or a 
desk.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Separate parts are processed on machines. The Chair is polished and 
assembled by hand and the papercord is also weaved by hand. 

DESIGNER
Danish architect Hans J. Wegner (1914-2007) is considered a pioneering 
furniture designer of the twentieth century. Often referred to as the master 
of the chair, Wegner created almost 500 in his lifetime – many of them 
considered masterpieces. Wegner was part of the spectacular generation 
that created what is today referred to as ‘the Golden Age’ of modern Danish 
design. 

MATERIALS
Available in a mixed version with a frame in oak and backrest in walnut.
Note that oak has a clearly visible wood structure when painted. 
 - Back: Veener
 - Cushion available: Leather group A (loke)

PREASSEMBLED
Yes

DIMENSIONS
 - Chair: W: 59 x D: 52 x H: 79 cm 
 - Cushion: W: 51 x D: 42 x H: 3 cm 

WEIGHT
5,8 kg

PACKAGING
 - No. of boxes: 1
 - Box: H: 84,5 x D: 55,5 x L: 61,5 cm 
 - Gross weight: 7,3 kg

CERTIFICATIONS & TESTS
 - EN 16139:2013 Furniture - Strength, durability and safety - Requirements for 
non-domestic seating – Level 1

 - Chairs tested according to the European Standard EN16139:2013 can be 
used by adults with a weight of not more than 110 kg

 - FSC™-certified oak (FSC C135991)

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

CH26 
HANS J. WEGNER 

MATERIALS (FRAME)

CARLHANSEN.COM

Oak lacquer

Oak oil

Oak black 
treatment

Oak white oil Walnut lacquer

Walnut oil

Oak soap

MATERIALS (SEAT)

Papercord Natural Papercord Black

Oak/Walnut oil

Oak/Walnut lacquer

CUSHION

Oak smoked oil


